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100+ Computer One Liners -Part 5  

▪ Which is the proper way to denote a cell in a spreadsheet? - C5 

▪ Which broadband service is the most available? - Satellite 

▪ What is a set of rules computers use to talk to each other.- Protocol 

▪ Which backup method only backs up files that have been modified since the last 

backup?- Incremental backup 

▪ Which type of transmission media is known as regular telephone wire? - Twisted-

pair wire 

▪ What is the purpose of a firewall on a computer? - To protect a compute rfrom 

unauthorized access 

▪ A disk's content that is recorded at the time of manufacture and that cannot be 

changed or erased by the user is - Read-only 

▪ In word, you can change Page Margins by - Clicking the right mouse button on the 

Ruler 

▪ Which part of the computer helps to store information? - Disk - drive 

▪ Which key is used to delete one character to the left of the current position of the 

cursor ? - Backspace 

▪ If you want to connect to your own computer through the Internet from another 

location, you can use– Telnet 

▪ A (n) ..........is a special visual and audio effect applied in Power-point to text or 

content. -Animation 

▪ Where does most data go first with in a computer memory hierarchy?–RAM 

▪ All of the following are examples of storage devices EXCEPT - printers 

▪ Perforated paper used as input or output media is known as - Paper tape 

▪ The first generation computer system used - Vacuum tubes 

▪ To access properties of an object, the mouse technique to use is - right-clicking 

▪ The ALU and Control Unit jointly known as - CPU 

▪ Computers process data into information by working exclusively with - characters 
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▪ COBOL stands for - Common Business Oriented Language 

▪ What is the other name for programmed chip?-ROM 

▪ Store data temporarily and pass it on as directed by the control unit. - Register 

▪ RAID stands for - Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks 

▪ In most Microsoft programs, what does 'alt+f4' do? -Ends the program 

▪ A device that is used to transmit data from one location to another is known as - 

Carrier 

▪ Programs developed by an outside supplier and provided to the user in a machine 

readable form is  knownas _ -Canned programs 

▪ What describe one or more characteristics of a modem computer - .An electronic 

device 

▪ Octal number system has a base _. - Eight 

▪ PL 1 (Programming Language One) Is _. - High level programming Language 

▪ What is a disadvantage of machine language? -Machine Dependent 

▪ Android Operating system is an example of which kind of Source Model?- Open 

Source You can use the tab key to - Indent a paragraph 

▪ Which process checks to ensure the components of the computer and operating are 

connected properly? -Booting 

▪ The sharing of a medium and its path by 2 or more devices is called . -Multiplexing 

▪ The server on the internet is also known as . - Host 

▪ A database management system (DBMS) is a - Software system used to create, 

maintain and provide controlled access to a database. is an example of 

connectivity? - Internet 

▪ What menu is selected to cut, copy and paste? -Edit 

▪ To save a document in different location use . - Save as 

▪ Programming language built into user programs such as Word and Excel are 

known as visual programming languages 

▪ Codes consisting of lines of varying widths or lengths that are computer readable 

are known as .- a bar code 

▪ To reload a Web page, press the button. - Refresh 

▪ Personal computers can be connected together to form a .- network 

▪ Eight-digit binary number is called a . - byte. 

▪ Which can be used to select the entire document? - CTRL+A 

▪ A concentric circle on a disk is called a - track 

▪ DSL is an example of a(n) connection. -broadband 

▪ Instructions and data that are processed by the CPU are located in . –RAM 

▪ All of the following are considered to be storage devices EXCEPT . - CPU 
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▪ The commonly used UNIX commands like date, ls, cat etc. are stored in . - bin 

directory 

▪ A circuit with about 100 transistors fabricated on a single chip is called .- MSI 

▪ One megabyte equals approximately -1 million bytes 

▪ A computer checks the of user names and passwords for a match before granting 

access. - Data base 

▪ Computers that are portable and convenient for users who travel are known as _  

Laptops 

▪ What is the term for unsolicited e-mail? – Spam 

▪ Which tells the computer how to use its components. - Operating system 

▪ When sending an e-mail, the line describes the contents of the message. - Subject 

▪ The key will launch the start buttons. – Windows 

▪ What is the ultimate purpose of Defragmentation? - Create More Free Space 

▪ Which input device cannot be used to work in MS Office? - Joy stick 

▪ ........... Is a method in which multiple communication devices are connected to one 

another efficiently. - Switching 

▪ ............. is a collection of web - pages and .......... is the very first page that we see 

on opening of a website - Website, Home page 

▪ What's considered the 'backbone' of the World Wide Web? – HTTP 

▪ SMTP stands for - Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 

▪ Small application programs that run on a Web page and provide animation are 

known as - flash 

▪ The errors that can be pointed out by the compiler known as .- Syntax errors 

▪ A contains specific rules and words that express the logical steps of an algorithm?  

syntax 

▪ A Proxy server is used for which of the following? - To process client requests for 

web pages 

▪ Storage that retains its data after the power is turned off is referred to as? - non-

volatile storage 

▪ Which term identifies main page of the entire site? - URL 

▪ A hard copy of a document is - printed on the printer 

▪ Which is the part of a computer that one can touch and feel? -Hardware 

▪ CPU stands for - central processing unit 

▪ Start or restart the computer known as - boot . 

▪ This is not a function category in Excel . - Logical 

▪ The operating system that is self-contained in a device and resident in the ROM is  

Embedded Operating System 

▪ To be able to 'boot', the computer must have a(n) .......... - Operating System 
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▪ On-line real time systems become popular in..........Generation.- Third Generation 

access is the ability of a device to "jump" directly to the requested data. - Random 

▪ .........is the combination of keys to switch between the last four places that you have 

edited. -ALT + CTRL + Z 

▪ ............ is the functional key to display save-as box. - F12 

▪ Accessing data on tapes is much ....... than that accessing data on disks.- Slower 

▪ Who is called the father of modern computing?- Charles Babbage 

▪ If you begin typing an entry into a cell and then realize that you don't want your 

entry placed into a cell, you Press the - Erase key 

▪ Superscript, subscript, outline, emboss, engrave are known as _.- Font effects 

▪ What is object of UPS? - Provides backup power 

▪ Documents converted to .......... can be published to the Web. - HTML 

▪ Holding the mouse button down while moving an object or text is known as - 

Dragging 

▪ When was the first Windows operating system launched? - 1985 

▪ What is the difference between a CD-ROM and a CD-RW? - A CD-RW can be 

written to,but a CD-ROM can only be read from 

▪ What happens when we try to delete the fries on the floppy ? - The files get deleted 

and can restored again. 

▪ An educational institution would generally have the following in its domain name 

...... -.edu 

▪ POST stands for ........... - Power on Self Test 

▪ Which can input graphical images and pictures for a computer? -Scanner 

▪ Which categories would include a keyboard ? - Input Device 

▪ In Word you can force a page break–By positioning your cursor at the appropriate 

place and pressing Ctrl +Enter 

▪ LSTs (Large Integration) used in?- Fourth generation 

▪ The purpose of an application program is to? - Meet specific user needs 

▪ Hypertext is a - A system of managing textual Information by creating associations 

between different documents. 

▪ For running WINDOW minimum disk free space required is?- 8 MB 

▪ Which printers generates character from a grid? - Dot matrix 

▪ Accumulator is a . - Register 

▪ Function key refreshes the current window.- F5 

▪ In 1983, this person was the first to offer a definition of the term 'computer virus'? 

- Frederick Cohen 
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